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Cement pastes and mortars based on ordinary Portland cement containing nitrogen-doped multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT-Nx) or oxygen-functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT-Ox) are investigated. To incorporate MWCNTs into the cementitious matrix, the as-produced carpets are dispersed over periods of 1 and 2 hours in distilled water at pH levels of 1 and 7. The cement pastes are prepared by adding 0.1 wt% of MWCNTs to cement powder, followed by characterization with SEM and X-ray diffraction (XRD) at an early age (first hours of hydration). The mortars are mechanically characterized during the hydration process for a period of 28 days. SEM characterization of cement pastes revealed that the carbon nanotubes are well incorporated in the cementitious matrix, with the hydrated cement grains interconnected by long carbon nanotubes. XRD characterizations demonstrated that, during the hydration of cement pastes, different peaks emerged that were associated with ettringite, hydrated calcium silicate, and calcium hydroxide, among other structures. Results of the compressive strength measurements for mortars simultaneously mixed with MWCNT-Nx and MWCNT-Ox reached an increment of approximately 30% in compressive strength. In addition, density functional theory calculations were performed in nitrogen-doped and oxygen-functionalized carbon nanotubes interacting with a cement grain.

1. Introduction

The potential ability of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to improve the mechanical properties of hydraulic concrete opens a novel route for the generation of new building materials [1–10]. Hydraulic concretes are able to adopt any shape due to their aqueous consistency before hardening. Once hardened, hydraulic concretes exhibit high compressive strain. Nevertheless, the concrete that is currently used is a heavy material exhibiting an average mass density of 2.3 tons/m³ with a time of hardness of approximately 28 days. Currently, the improvement of concrete materials presents several challenges, such as (a) an increase of the mechanical properties (not only compression resistance but also tension resistance and higher elasticity modulus), (b) a reduction of the volumetric mass density, and (c) a reduction of the hydration time. Several works have been performed to improve the properties of currently used concrete, such as the incorporation of fibrous materials [11], steel fibers [12], plastic fibers [13], fly ash from thermal power plants [14], entrapped air [15], recycled tire rubber [16], and recycled concrete [17]. More recently, different nanostructures (nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, among others) have been incorporated into concrete, demonstrating the possibility of improving its mechanical properties [18–22]. The present study considers mixtures of nitrogen-doped or oxygen-functionalized carbon nanotubes with ordinary Portland cement and investigates the texture changes and mechanical properties of cement pastes during the hydration process.

The possible transference of the exceptional mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes [23] to concretes has given rise to several experimental studies on composites of carbon nanotubes and cement [24–32]. For example, Li et al. [24, 25] reported MWCNTs treated with sulfuric acid and a nitric acid mixture solution followed by the addition of modified MWCNTs to cement powder. The authors analyzed the mechanical
properties, showing that the treated carbon nanotubes can improve the flexural strength, compressive strength, and failure strain of cement matrix composites. They found that there are interfacial interactions between carbon nanotubes and the hydration (such as calcium silicate hydrate (C–S–H) and calcium hydroxide) of cement. Regarding the role of the dispersion of carbon nanotubes, Konsta-Gdoutos et al. [26] reported an effective dispersion of different lengths of MWCNTs in water by applying ultrasonic energy in combination with the use of a surfactant. Their results suggest that the cement pastes enriched with MWCNTs improve the mechanical properties. Furthermore, Makar and Chan [27] reported that single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) bundles distributed by sonication in isopropanol on OPC grains accelerated the hydration of the OPC compared to both the OPC control samples sonicated alone and the as-delivered OPC. The morphology and location of the tricalcium aluminate (C3A: Ca3Al2O6; celite) hydration products were altered by the presence of the SWCNTs, but no evidence was observed for the nucleation of the C3A hydration products on the SWCNT bundles. Tricalcium silicate (C3S: Ca3SiO5; alite) hydration reactions were instead responsible for the observed change in the hydration behavior. Both the initial C3S hydration peak at the end of the induction period and the bulk C3S hydration peak were increased in magnitude. However, currently, the separation of carbon nanotubes from bundles represents a crucial problem in the preparation of composite materials based on carbon nanotubes.

Alternatively, Cwirzen et al. [28] reported the effects of surface decoration on the wettability of MWCNTs and the mechanical properties of the cement paste incorporating these dispersions. Their results showed that stable and homogenous dispersions of MWCNTs in water can be obtained by using surface functionalization combined with decoration with polyacrylic acid polymers. The cement paste specimens incorporating these dispersions revealed good workability and a compressive strength increase of approximately 50%, even with only a small addition of MWCNTs (0.045–0.15% of the cement weight). They claimed that there were chemical bonds between the OH groups of the functionalized MWCNTs and probably the C–S–H phase of the cement matrix. Collins et al. [29] investigated the dispersion, workability, and strength of aqueous MWCNTs and OPC paste mixtures, with and without several generically different dispersants/surfactants that are compatible as admixtures in the manufacture of concrete. These admixtures include an air entrained, styrene butadiene rubber; polycarboxylates; and lignosulfonate formulations. Aqueous mixtures were initially assessed for the dispersion of CNTs, followed by workability testing of the selected OPC–CNT-dispersant/surfactant paste mixtures. Abu Al-Rub et al. [30, 31] investigated the effect of different concentrations of long MWCNTs with high length/diameter aspect ratios of 1250 to 3750 and short MWCNTs with an aspect ratio of approximately 157 in cement paste. Flexural bending tests were performed to evaluate the four major mechanical properties of the cement/CNTs composites at ages of 7 to 28 days. Their results showed that the flexural strength of a short 0.2 wt% MWCNT and a long 0.1 wt% MWCNT increased by 269% and 65%, respectively, compared to the plain cement sample at 28 days. In another work, Chaipanich et al. [32] reported higher compressive strengths of pastes and mortars based on carbon nanotubes and fly ash cement systems. They found that, for 20% fly ash cement mortars with 1% by weight carbon nanotubes, the compressive strength at 28 days was 51.8 MPa.

The present study addresses the incorporation of nitrogen-doped or oxygen-functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes in mortars. To the best of our knowledge, investigations on N-doping nanotubes mixed with mortars have not been reported. Doping carbon nanotubes with nitrogen and other chemical elements induces charge redistribution along the defective area, thus enhancing diverse electronic features and improving the surface reactivity [33, 34], which makes them excellent candidates for diverse applications, such as sensors and composite materials. In Figure 1(a), we schematically show how the nitrogen is set within carbon nanotube lattices via substitution or in pyridine fashion, whereas Figure 1(b) depicts an oxygen-functionalized carbon nanotube exhibiting hydroxyl (OH), carbonyl (CO), or epoxy groups anchored onto its surface [35].

In this work, nitrogen-doped multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs-Nx) and oxygen-functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs-Ox) are used as reinforcements in ordinary Portland cement paste and mortars. The synthesized MWCNT-Nx and MWCNT-Ox are characterized using scanning electron microscopy and high resolution transmission electron microscopy. The resulting mortars, made from a mixture of nanotubes, cement powder, sand, and water, are characterized using scanning electron microscopy, and compressive strength measurements are performed during the hydration process (from hours to days). Note that, in our approach, no acid treatment is used on the carbon nanotubes. In addition, a possible anchoring mechanism of calcium silicate aggregates on carbon nanotubes is discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Synthesis of Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes. MWCNT-Nx are synthesized using a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process; the technique was described by Terrones et al. [33–35]. In our synthesis of carbon nanotubes doped with nitrogen, we used a solution of 94 wt% benzylamine as the nitrogen and carbon source (dopant) and 6 wt% ferrocene as the catalyst and carbon source. The mixture was prepared in an amber glass bottle and then dispersed using an ultrasonic bath for 1 hour; next, using a pulverization chamber, the solution was sonicated for a few minutes until it appears as a dense cloud. The cloud was carried through a quartz pipe by the argon gas flow at 2.5 lb/s. The quartz pipe was placed into a muffle at 850°C, where the carbon nanotubes grew in the inner pipe walls. To synthesize MWCNT-Ox, a similar process was followed, using a combination of toluene and ethanol as the carbon and oxygen sources and ferrocene as the catalyst. This synthesis was performed over 30 minutes. All of the chemical substances were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich Company.
2.2. Cement Paste and Concrete Preparation. The process used to prepare cement pastes mixtures according to the common practice in laboratory construction materials consisted of blending 74.6 g of ordinary Portland gray cement (purchased from a local material cement house Moctezuma cpc 30 R, and the chemical composition and grain morphologies of which are shown in Figure 2), 248.23 g of natural sand with a grain size in the range from 0.2 to 0.5 mm, 59.6 milliliters of water, and 74.61 milligrams of carbon nanotubes (quantities per specimen). Therefore, the water/cement and the sand/cement were 0.798 and 3.32, respectively. The sand was introduced in a rotary mixer for one minute; subsequently, cement was added and rotated over 2 minutes. Next, a solution based on water and carbon nanotubes was added using three rotation cycles of 5 minutes each. When a cycle was terminated, the mixture was left to stand for 3 minutes. Thereafter, the mixed concrete was poured into molds to form cylindrical samples with a height of 10 cm and a diameter of 5 cm; subsequently, these cylindrical samples (specimens test) were subjected to compression tests. Table 1 shows the number of specimens that were tested by considering different water pH levels and sonication times. Therefore, a total of 180 specimens were fabricated, plus the specimens corresponding to mortars without carbon nanotubes (control group).

The resulting mortars were tested during their hydration at 3, 14, and 28 days. The pH of the water added to the cement and nanotube mixture was adjusted using hypochlorous acid (HClO) and measured with an electronic pH-meter. The compression strength test was conducted on a Shimadzu universal press mark with a 5-ton capacity; the parameters were adjusted to the C39/C39M standard under the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) normative. This test method consisted of applying a compressive axial load...
Table 1: Numbers of the specimens used in the compression strength tests. The pH value, dispersion time of the nanotubes samples, and day of the measurement are indicated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Day of measurement</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Day of measurement</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Day of measurement</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Day of measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dispersion time 1h</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dispersion time 2h</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dispersion time 1h</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dispersion time 2h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MWCNT-N<sub>x</sub> 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
MWCNT-O<sub>x</sub> 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
MWCNT-(N<sub>x</sub> + O<sub>x</sub>) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Total specimens 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15

Figure 2: (a) SEM image of the ordinary Portland cement (OPC) powder and (b)-(c) the corresponding chemical composition determined via energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).

to molded cylinders at a rate that was within the prescribed range until failure occurred; the compressive strength of the specimen was calculated by dividing the maximum load attained during the test according to the cross-sectional area of the specimen. The axial load was applied in all cases continuously and without shock at a rate of 1 mm/min.

3. Computational Details

Simulations of carbon nanotubes interacting with calcium silicates aggregates were performed using density functional theory [36, 37]. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the PBE parametrization was chosen for the exchange-correlation functional [38], as implemented in the SIESTA code [39]. The wave functions for the valence electrons were represented by a linear combination of pseudoatomic numerical orbitals using a simple-\( z \) basis (\( \xi \) \( \xi \)) [40], while the core electrons were represented by norm-conserving Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials in the Kleinman-Bylander nonlocal form [41, 42]. The real-space grid used for charge and potential integration was equivalent to a plane wave cut-off energy of 150 Ry. The pseudopotentials (PPs) were
constructed from the corresponding valence electrons for each element (H: 1s\(^1\), C: 2s\(^2\)2p\(^2\), N: 2s\(^2\)2p\(^3\), O: 2s\(^2\)2p\(^4\), Si: 3s\(^2\)3p\(^2\), and Ca: 3s\(^2\)3p\(^4\)). Periodic boundary conditions were used, and the internanotube distance was kept to a minimum of \(\sim 40 \text{ Å}\) to avoid lateral interactions. All of the systems were relaxed by conjugate gradient minimization until the maximum force was less than 0.04 eV/Å.

### 4. Results and Discussions

#### 4.1. Carbon Nanotubes Production and Characterization

Figure 3 depicts scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis of as-produced nanotubes exhibiting densely packed nanotube arrays (bundles) of different sizes (200–500 \(\mu\text{m}\)). The samples consisted of aligned MWCNT-N\(_x\) and oxygen-functionalized carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs-O\(_x\)), which were produced at 850°C using a chemical vapor deposition method. In general, MWCNT-O\(_x\) exhibited larger lengths than MWCNT-N\(_x\). The produced carbon nanotube bundles were sonicated using an ultrasonic processor with the following specifications: power = 1500 Watts and frequency = 20 kHz; the experimental setup is shown in Figures 4(a)–4(c). To separate carbon nanotubes from the bundles, the samples were sonicated for 1 or 2 hours in water; the sonicated samples exhibited good dispersion, with minor damage to the walls of the carbon nanotubes. TEM images show well-dispersed samples of large carbon nanotubes; see Figures 4(d)–4(f). The as-produced N-doped carbon or oxidized carbon nanotubes present active sites in the surface; in contrast, for undoped or pristine carbon nanotubes, defects or surface damage is required to create active sites in their surface. These active sites are important to ensure good interactions between the carbon nanotubes and cement matrix. An interesting investigation on the effect of the ultrasonication in carbon nanotubes was reported by Chen et al. [43]; they found that intense ultrasonication may damage the sidewalls of carbon nanotubes and create surface defects that influence the interaction between carbon nanotubes and the cementitious matrix. Figure 5 displays transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of a dispersed sample containing MWCNT-N\(_x\) and MWCNT-O\(_x\). Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show MWCNT-N\(_x\) that are 20–40 nm in diameter with the well-known bamboo-like morphology [22]. The dark spots inside the MWCNT-N\(_x\) correspond to Fe particles, which are responsible for nanotube formation during the chemical vapor deposition process [22, 23]. Figure 5(c) displays a high resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of a carbon nanotube, where the graphite walls can be observed to have an interlayer distance of 0.34 nm. Experimental evidence on the nitrogen doping in multiwalled carbon nanotubes was previously reported [22]. Figure 5(d) displays a TEM image of a MWCNT-O\(_x\) sample showing long nanotubes. It is important to remark that our MWCNT-O\(_x\) has grown by using chemical vapor deposition.
FIGURE 4: Methodology for the dispersion of carbon nanotubes. (a) SEM micrograph showing as-produced carbon nanotubes (bundles), which are introduced in a water tank. A pump is installed inside the water tank to supply the solution based on water + carbon nanotubes to the ultrasonic tip equipment. (b) Ultrasonic tip equipment connected to an ultrasonic processor operated at 20 kHz and 1500 Watts. (c), (d), and (e) TEM images showing the resulting dispersed carbon nanotubes.

FIGURE 5: (a) and (b) TEM images of nitrogen-doped multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs-N\(_x\)). Dark spots correspond to Fe catalyst-nanoparticles. (c) High resolution TEM image of MWCNT-N\(_x\) showing the well-defined graphitic layers of carbon nanotube walls. (d) TEM image depicting oxygen-functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs-O\(_x\)) containing Fe inside.
using ethanol solvent as oxygen and carbon precursors, and thus during the growth of carbon nanotubes, different oxygen functional groups are attached to the walls of the carbon nanotubes. A detailed analysis of the different oxygen functional groups in MWCNT-O₂ using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was investigated by Botello-Méndez et al. [35]. Note that the produced carbon nanotubes (MWCNT-Nₓ and MWCNT-Oₓ) present intrinsic active sites that do not require an acid treatment. Also note that an acid treatment could damage the structure of carbon nanotubes, thereby weakening their mechanical properties.

4.2. Characterization of Cement Pastes. The analyzed cement pastes were prepared by mixing ordinary Portland cement (OPC) with MWCNT-Nₓ, MWCNT-Oₓ, and MWCNT-(Nₓ + Oₓ) using different values of the water pH. Figure 6 shows SEM images of the cement paste during the first hours of hydration. The results using only OPC are depicted in Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) (first row in Figure 6). For cement paste with a hydration time of only a few minutes (0 h), the SEM image contains large aggregates formed presumably by OPC and a few rod shape structures (see Figure 6(a)). The results for 3 and 12 hours of hydration time are shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c), respectively. Note that the SEM images exhibit large aggregates with morphologies of plates and faceted rods corresponding to calcium hydroxide and ettringite structures, respectively. SEM characterization of the cement paste based on OPC + MWCNT-Nₓ is shown in Figures 6(d), 6(e), and 6(f) for 0, 3, and 12 hours of hydration, respectively. In the early stages (a few minutes of hydration time), little activity can be observed, with only some carbon nanotubes encrusted in the calcium silicate grains (see Figure 6(d)). Clearly, during hydration of the cement paste, needle-shape structures with small diameters grown on calcium silicate aggregates are formed (see Figure 6(e)). These needle-shaped structures are not observed in other samples. SEM images of cement paste containing MWCNT-Oₓ nanotubes are shown in Figures 6(g), 6(h), and 6(i) for 0, 3, and 12 hours of hydration, respectively. In contrast, cement pastes based on OPC + MWCNT-Oₓ exhibit large ettringite rod-shaped structures, which were already formed after 3 hours of hydration. The oxygen and hydrogen species contribution provided by this
Figure 7: X-ray diffraction patterns for cement pastes with MWCNT-N$_x$ during the hydration. The pattern for pure cement powder is also shown. After one hour of hydration, the peaks corresponding to the ettringite structure and hydrated calcium silicate emerge in accord with the SEM images. Surprisingly, for zero hours of hydration (few minutes of hydration), several peaks are suppressed; the peak appearing at approximately 27 degrees suggests the presence of carbon nanotubes, and the peak at approximately 55 degrees could be associated with the iron-carbide or $\alpha$-Fe nanoparticles contained inside carbon nanotubes.

Figure 7 displays the XRD characterization of the cement paste with MWCNT-N$_x$ for zero hours of hydration (few minutes of hydration); several peaks are suppressed; a peak appearing at approximately 27 degrees suggests the presence of carbon nanotubes; and additional peaks at approximately 55 degrees indicate the presence of iron-carbide or $\alpha$-Fe nanoparticles contained inside the carbon nanotubes. Furthermore, it is appreciated that, after an hour of hydration, the peaks corresponding to the ettringite structure, hydrated calcium silicate, and calcium hydroxide, among others, are present. The XRD characterization results for the cement paste with MWCNT-O$_x$ show similar trends to that obtained for cement paste with MWCNT-N$_x$.

Figure 8 displays SEM images of the cement pastes containing MWCNT-N$_x$ nanotubes at different hydration ages. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show a carbon nanotube forming a bridge between two cement grains. Note that the nanotube is presumably covered by material, and a bar-shaped structure is grown on it. The coverage material and the bar structure could be formed by an ettringite-like structure. Figure 8(c) shows carbon nanotubes embedded in cement grains, and Figure 8(d) displays a long carbon nanotube stretched by two cement grains. Figures 8(e) and 8(h) exhibit cement grains at early age growing on a tangle of nanotubes. In both cases,
Figure 8: (a)–(h) SEM images of the hydrated cement paste during the initial hours of the hydration process. The image in (b) corresponds to a close up of (a), showing a carbon nanotube joining two hydrated cement grains (see the enclosed zone). (c) Carbon nanotubes embedded in cement grains. (d) Long carbon nanotube stretched by two cement grains. (e) Cement grains at an early age, growing on a tangle of nanotubes. (h) Cement grains with ettringite bar-shaped structures growing on their surface. The arrows indicate different carbon nanotubes within the cement paste.
ettringite bar-shaped structures start to grow on the grain cement surface with carbon nanotubes inside. Figure 9 shows SEM images of MWCNT-O\textsubscript{x} for different hydration times. At the early age of hydration, long carbon nanotubes interconnecting cement grains are observed (see Figure 9(a)). For one hour of hydration, the ettringite structure, laminar calcium hydroxide clusters, and presence of carbon nanotubes can be appreciated, as depicted in Figure 9(b). An increase of ettringite structures is clearly promoted by a long time of hydration (see Figures 9(c) and 9(d)).

4.3. Carbon Nanotubes Interacting with Calcium Silicate Clusters: DFT Calculations. To elucidate the possible mechanism of the interaction between cement and carbon nanotubes, we simulated a semiconducting zigzag (10,0)-SWCNT interacting with a spherical nanoparticle of tricalcium silicate. The complex system containing a nanotube and a nanoparticle exhibits more than 320 atoms, which represents a considerable computational effort. We consider nitrogen-doped and oxygen-functionalized carbon nanotubes. Figure 10 depicts the relaxed structures of a SWCNT-N\textsubscript{x} and SWCNT-O\textsubscript{x} with calcium silicate particles on the surface. In both types of considered nanotubes, it was observed that Ca atoms are mainly attached to the nanotube surface. A weak interaction was observed between the calcium silicate clusters and the SWCNT-N\textsubscript{x}, with the shortest found interatomic distance between Ca and C of 2.6 Å; as a result, the structure of the SWCNT-N\textsubscript{x} is not modified by the presence of a calcium silicate cluster (see Figure 10(a)). More surface activity can be appreciated for SWCNT-O\textsubscript{x} (see Figure 10(b)). The cluster is found to be joined via calcium-oxygen bonds. In addition, calcium atoms were found to remove OH groups from the carbon nanotube. Note that an improvement in the compressive strength is due to the good connection between the carbon nanotubes and the cementitious matrix; our calculations clearly demonstrated that the SWCNT-O\textsubscript{x} is better attached to a calcium silicate cluster, which is qualitative according to experimental results, as will be shown below. However, more studies in this direction are required.

4.4. Preparation of the Mortars and Measurements of the Compressive Strength. First, the workability properties were analyzed; we observed that the workability was affected by the presence of MWCNTs-N\textsubscript{x} and MWCNTs-O\textsubscript{x} for a water-cement ratio of 0.5. This effect on the workability was more pronounced in MWCNT-N\textsubscript{x} most likely because of the lack of functional groups, such as –COOH and –OH, anchored on the carbon nanotube surface; the absence of functional groups could affect the mortar wettability. In contrast, for a water-cement ratio of ~0.8, a good workability is achieved with a slump value close to 12 cm. Figure 11 shows the steps performed in the mortar preparation; here, the mechanical properties of the cylindrical specimen are measured by using a universal testing machine with a 5-ton capacity. To investigate the mechanical properties during the hydration process, cylinder specimens (10 cm height and 5 cm diameter) were filled with cement paste based on the samples described above. The dark gray color (right side image in Figure 11(d)) displayed by the cylinder specimens containing carbon nanotubes suggests that these nanotubes are well
Figure 10: Relaxed structures of a calcium silicate cluster on the surface of carbon nanotubes. Top and side views refer to (a) SWCNT-N, and (b) SWCNT-O. In (b), the calcium atoms play an important role in the anchoring of the cluster with the surface of carbon nanotubes. From the transverse section of the SWCNT-\textit{O}, it is possible to observe an oval section due to the presence of the calcium silicate cluster.
dispersed in the cementitious matrix. The cylindrical samples were subjected to forces perpendicular to the cylinder base (compressive strength).

Figure 12 depicts the compressive strength ($\sigma_c$) measurement performed during the hydration of mortars containing carbon nanotubes; the results are also compared with the results of conventional mortars (without MWCNT). Note that each point shown in Figure 12 corresponds to an average of five specimens (cylindrical samples). Clearly, the carbon nanotubes play an important role in the compressive strength of the prepared mortars. Regarding mortars without carbon nanotubes, it was observed that cylindrical specimens exhibit values of $\sigma_c$ of $\sim$11 MPa at 3 days, reaching values of $\sim$12 MPa at 28 days. A regular strength versus time mortar behavior graph has three important points: in the early ages (0–14 days) it shows a positive slope in behavior, at 14 days regular mortar reaches almost 80% of design resistance strength, and commonly at 28 days the mortar achieves its resistance design. In Figure 12 we can see a similar behavior in samples without MWCNT in cases with pH = 7 (standard used value, neutral water) and pH = 1, and also we can see only small differences between both conditions and it means that pH value is not a factor in concrete behavior only by itself; the values of $\sigma_c$ for mortars without carbon nanotubes did not present important changes with water pH.

When MWCNTs-N$_x$ were added to the mortar, it showed two different effects on mortar behavior; they did not appear to improve the mechanical properties when pH = 1, probably because of a compatible interaction between nanotube reactive sites and acid water, making a wrap effect on the nanotube surface reducing the possibilities to have interaction between these reactive sites in nanotube with cementitious material while hydration is taking place (see the red circle symbols in Figure 12). Better results were obtained for pH = 7 and a sonication time of 1 h (see Figure 12(c)); probably sonication energy was able to break carbon nanotubes more than enough when time is 2 h, making any link between two cement grains in hydration not possible because of the short nanotube, and this could be the reason to have better results in pH = 7 with 1 h in sonication. Although nitrogen-doped nanotubes have been shown to be able to anchor different species onto their surface [33], the results obtained here indicate that a poor interaction exists between MWCNT-N$_x$ and the cementitious matrix. This finding is in qualitative agreement with the theoretical calculations discussed above. However we can see an important change in the first part of graphs; the slope in mixtures with MWCNT-N$_x$ is greater than reference group, showing an acceleration effect at first hours after mix occurs. Mortar with MWCNT-O$_x$ nanotubes exhibits a significant improvement in compressive strength for a sonication time of 2 hours (see Figure 12(b)) but only with pH = 1 not with pH = 7; we can think that, according to publications where functionalization process after carbon nanotubes grown using acid substances, acid remains on nanotubes surface and it is important to get a better result, and as we observed the sonication process could cause imperfections in nanotube surface increasing reactive sites quantity; this could be the reason why the best result using MWCNT-O$_x$ is in conditions with pH = 1 (acid) and longer time in sonication process to get a good nanotubes dispersion in the mixture. The presence of MWCNT-O$_x$ in the mortar promotes an increment in the compressive strength for pH = 1, with an observed increment of up to 30% of the compressive strength with respect to mortars without carbon nanotubes. This fact suggests that, for pH = 1 (acid environment), some oxygen functional groups could be attached to the carbon nanotubes, thereby improving the interaction between the cementitious matrix and the surfaces of the carbon nanotubes.
Figure 12: Mechanical resistance (compressive strength) tests performed during the mortar hydration process for mortar containing ordinary Portland cement (OPC), sand, and carbon nanotubes. The water acidity (pH value) and the dispersion time ($T_{\text{dis}}$) are varied. The results are for mortars without carbon nanotubes, mortars with MWCNT-N$_x$, mortars with MWCNT-O$_x$, and mortars with MWCNT-(N$_x$ + O$_x$). All of the tests were performed in cylindrical samples with a height of 10 cm and a diameter of 5 cm; each of the samples was exposed to forces perpendicular to the cylinder base until the sample broke.

When MWCNT-O$_x$ and MWCNT-N$_x$ are simultaneously mixed with the mortar, the mechanical properties of the mortars are enhanced in circumstances with pH = 1, not with pH = 7, and it does not look affected by time in dispersion. The effect of mixing carbon nanotubes looks like an algebraic adding (the factors in this addition are not clear yet) of each separated effect of each nanotube type; this could be explored with different quantity ratio and different type of nanostructures in order to understand the overlap effect. This improvement with respect to the other mortars is clearly appreciated for pH = 1 (see Figures 12(a) and 12(b)). These results suggest that MWCNT-O$_x$ and MWCNT-N$_x$ interact via nitrogen doping and the different functional groups attached to their surfaces, thus promoting the formation of networks based on interconnected carbon nanotubes; these new structures could play a crucial role in the improvement of the compressive strength.

In Table 2, the mechanical properties of our mortars containing carbon nanotubes are compared with previous results reported by several experimental groups. In Table 2,
the quantity, treatment, and type of carbon nanotubes are specified. Among the results shown in Table 2, the samples derived by using ultrasonic dispersion in conjunction with a superplasticizer yield an important increment in the efficiency of the mechanical properties, reaching an improvement of up to 100% for the compressive strength. Our mortars containing MWCNT-(N_x + O_x) (without superplasticizer) exhibit competitive results compared with the results of the other reports.

5. Conclusions

Cement pastes and mortars based on Portland cement reinforced with MWCNT-N_x and MWCNT-O_x were investigated. The roles of the sonication time and the water pH of our produced MWCNT-N_x and MWCNT-O_x on the cement pastes and concrete were investigated. Here, the carbon nanotubes were sonicated for 1 and 2 hours in water with a pH of 1 and 7. The dispersed carbon nanotubes were characterized using SEM and TEM. Cement pastes with and without carbon nanotubes were characterized using SEM at an early age (first hours of hydration). Carbon nanotubes were found to be well incorporated in the cementitious matrix joining different hydrated cement grains. The effects of the dispersion time of the carbon nanotubes and the water pH on the compressive strength of the mortars were monitored during the hydration process of the mortars; here, the compressive strength was measured on days 3, 14, and 28. For each day of measurement, the compressive strength was averaged on five cylindrical specimens made of the same mortar. Thus, more than 180 cylindrical specimens were fabricated for the variety of the water pH and sonication times considered. The compressive strength results revealed that the fabricated concretes exhibit an improved mechanical resistance by approximately 30% compared with the conventional mortar based only on ordinary Portland cement. Our composite materials exhibit improved efficiency for mortars composed of OPC simultaneously mixed with MWCNT-N_x and MWCNT-O_x and hydrated with water at a pH of 1, reaching up to 15.7 MPa in compressive strength. Furthermore, mortars without carbon nanotubes showed that the compressive strength at an age of 28 days does not depend on the water pH and carbon nanotube sonication time (σ_c ~ 12.1 MPa). We envision that our composite materials based on OPC and modified carbon nanotubes could be used in building construction as a means to increase the mechanical resistance threshold.
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